2018 Inter-Club Relays
The annual club relays were run by DROC and MFR this year with perfect weather on runnable terrain on CHOC's
Kookaburra Rises map just West of Malmsbury.
The map to the right is one of the legs on the Short-Hard
course.
About a dozen NE members took part - with Rob Edmonds
acting as controller/event advisor for the weekend and 11
others making up our teams for this year.
As most of you know, we're not hugely competitive in such
events and chose to excel in the hospitality and catering side of
things. Thanks to those that brought tables, chairs, tent and
flag along - and the drinks, snacks and lunchtime spread was
amazing!

Our Teams
From Left to Right
Peter Hill
Peter and Judy's grandchild (name pls)
John Carberry
Judy Hill
Bill Henley
Geoff Hudson (kneeling)
Helen Edmonds
Mark Baxter
Laurie Niven
Schon Hudson
Nicole Baxter
Richard Sallman
Lauris Stirling
Rob Edmonds

First Time in the Bush
Taking part in his first bush event was Bill
Henley - a District Commissioner in
Scouting - the man that has partnered
with us for the past 7 years to run the very
successful Suburban Adventure Series.
Bill has run many orienteering courses in
the Scout Series, but this is the first in the
bush - and the first to use a thumb
compass as a navigation aid.
Bill ran a moderate course - and did
exceptionally well for one on his first outing - he was thrilled with the result. We've put
his result up on the club's RouteGadget site (see
http://street.orienteering.com.au/routegadget/rg2/#61 for Bill's track or check out the
index for others that we've uploaded.

So How did we Do?
Firstly, we were awarded a Michelin Star for catering! Apart from the Junior Squad Cheese Toasties, there was little credible
opposition. After our members had eaten their fill, we wandered among the crowd offering cheese and biscuits, dips, cabana etc to
the organisers - this did seem to be appreciated.
Mark, Nicole and Richard came 1st out of 9 teams in the Mixed category - congratulations to all! The Leg Pl column shows the
position of each runner for the leg that they ran.
All teams finished well - this is, perhaps, our best result in many years.

More Photos

John Carberry – Course 2

Judy Hill – Mixed Course

Laurie Niven – Course 3

